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Townsville’s First India Fest was held on the 25 th of October
2014 with an aim to promote cultural integration by
showcasing Indian cultural diversity to the community of
Townsville.
From 1.00 pm to 9.00pm, Riverway grounds turned into Mini
India with opening of the India Gate, a replica of the national
monument of India, through which the people walked into the
event.

The program kicked off with a Traditional welcome smoking
ceremony by the Land owners and custodian of Bindal and
Wulgurukaba.

The afternoon sessions were primarily workshops like Yoga, Henna (Mehndi), Cookery and
Bridal Photo Booth.

Yoga Workshops led by Mrs.Kalaimathi were a huge success with the people who had come
in for the event as it gave them an insight into more rustic forms of Yoga and not the forms
which were available in any other Yoga Class. There was great interest for the Meditation,
Indian Classical Musical Workshops and Indian Movie appreciation workshops with more than
30-40 people attending each session.

One of the highlights of the event was the Bridal Photo Booth which had more than 20 couple
dressed as Indian Brides and Bridegrooms take pictures. One groom actually proposed to his
sweet heart on the day after his dress-up as an Indian bridegroom.

The afternoon session also had a 1 hour Garba and Dandia workshop which acted as a
prelude to the planned evening cultural session. Garba and Dandia, which are the cultural forms
of social dance from the state of Gujrat, are very famous amongst all the Indian communities.
At the India Fest, we had almost about 50-60 people join in the workshop and get an idea of
another dance form which is visually pretty close to Bollywood dancing but something which
was not very difficult to learn and actually be a part of .

The official inaugural ceremony took place at 6.00 am which was attended on stage by Mr.
Biju Akkamparambil (IFT convener), David Crisafulli (MP), Mr. Ewen Jones (MP), Mayor
Jenny Hill and Mr. Rajesh Gupta (representing IFT naming sponsor Adani). In keeping with
Indian tradition, a lamp was lit.

The evening session from 6:00pm-9:30pm was pretty much a cultural dance and music
extravaganza by the different Indian communities living in Townsville. Indian culture is laden
with depth and intricacy. India Fest celebrated Diwali with a wide range of India’s most
authentic art forms, Bharatanatyam, Kathak, Thiruvathirakali, and fusions of Classical and
Contemporary forms of Indian Dance. The age of the participants ranged from 4yrs-50yrs.

The Inaugural Dance – This performance was choreographed by Dr. Helma Antony. The
significance of this performance was that it was a medley of three different group dances bound
by the themes of “Unity in Diversity”& “Colorful India”. What we saw on stage was a vibrant
flow of various dancers of ages 4-50 year olds and a stunning culmination saluting Mother
India (our beloved land) under the canopy of the Indian national flag; entirely in vogue with
what India stands for i.e. “vasudhaiva kutumbakam” which means the world is one family!

Kerala Thanima (‘thanima’ meaning uniqueness) - This was a 13 minute performance
compiled by Dr. Helma Antony. It vividly portrayed the unique elements of Kerala and
highlighted the rich repertoire of culture and dance forms like Kerala Nadanam (semi-classical),
Pancha Vadyam (musical orchestra), Puli Kali (tiger dance) and Kalari Payattu (martial arts).
With grace, beauty and the clash of swords, this performance exuded great zeal. A complete
end to end package of all what Kerala has got to offer.

Kathak was performed by Helena Joshi. Kathak, which
highlights the richness of Indian heritage, is a beautiful
combination of rhythm, speed, grace and expression. Helena
performed a short segment in a very traditional way, retaining
the purity and richness of the dance form.

Pushpanjali (a flower offering) was performed by Jana
Brotankova. She started to learn Bharatanatyam from her
beloved Guru Ujwal M. Bhole from Lonavala (near Pune),
Maharasthra. She was also a student of Darpana in
Ahmedabad, a dance academy founded by Mrinalini
Sarabhai. Pushpanjali is an opening choreography of a dance
performance where the dancer asks the Gods to remove all
obstacles that may be imposed on the performance and to
protect us from bad spirits (devils). Janna offered all the
knowledge obtained from her Guruji, as an offering to the
community, similar to how flowers are offered to the Gods.

Perhaps one of the highlights of the evening was the spectacular Fashion Show conceptualized
by Dr. Richa Dua and Dr. Veena Ramachandran. The show highlighted the beautiful Indian
costumes both traditional and modern depicting the latest in Indian fashion.

The performances also included various child artists from the local Townsville Indian
Community.

Other cultural dances of the night were Punjabi devotional dance, Harvest dance, Butterfly
dance, etc.

The Indian Food Stalls were a big hit as expected with long queues and the Townsville
community got a taste of the diverse Indian Cuisine. The event culminated with a spectacular
fireworks show to climax the Indian festival of lights – DIWALI.

More than 15000 people walked through the India Gate on the night. Without doubt India Fest
2014 is to date the largest single Indian event to be held in the history of Townsville. This was
only possible with the support of all our sponsorers like yourself, volunteers, performers and
the community of Townsville who turned up in unprecedented numbers to support the event.
We shall definitely be back next year, bigger and better.

